squares technique to an R factor of 17.8%. The refined structure includes all 600 non-hydrogen protein atoms, two bound calcium ions, and solvent consisting of one sulfate ion and 36 water molecules. The molecule consists of two helix-loop-helix calcium-binding domains known as EF hands, connected by a linker containing a single turn of helix. Helix-helix interactions are primarily hydrophobic, but also include a few strategic hydrogen bonds. Most of the hydrogen bonds, however, are found in the calcium-binding loops, where they occur both within a single loop and between the two. Examination of the hydrogen bonding patterns in the calcium-binding loops of ICaBP and the related protein, parvalbumin, reveals several conserved hydrogen bonds which are evidently important for loop stabilization. The primary and tertiary structural features which promote the formation of an EF hand were originally identified from the structure of parvalbumin. They are modified in light of the ICaBP structure and considered as they apply to other calcium-binding proteins. The C-terminal domain of ICaBP is a normal EF hand, with ion binding properties similar to those of the calmodulin hands, but the N-terminal domain is a variant hand whose calcium ligands are mostly peptide carbonyls. Relative to a normal EF hand, this domain exhibits a similar KO for calcium binding but a greatly reduced affinity for calcium analogs such as cadmium and the lanthanide series. Lanthanides in particular may be inappropriate models for calcium in this system. Calcium ions perform a variety of important roles in biological systems, one of which is to function as a "second messenger" in inter-and intracellular communication. This function requires precise regulation of calcium concentrations and the ability to detect and respond to transient variation in them. Certain calcium-binding proteins play a critical role in this function.
The affinity of proteins for calcium spans a wide range, with p& values ranging from 3 to at least 9 (1) . In some proteins (for example, trypsin), the calcium ion is apparently structural: it stabilizes a local region of the structure and does * This investigation was supported by Grant GM-29044 from the National Institutes of Health (to K. M.). The costs of publication of this article were defrayed in part by the payment of page charges. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U.S.C. Section 1734 solely to indicate this fact.
.__ not participate directly in a catalytic or regulatory process. In others (for example, staphylococcal nuclease), it is directly involved in aspects of catalysis. In a third class (for example, calmodulin (CaM')), calcium binding triggers a conformational change in the protein which is detected by other proteins and thus plays a regulatory or signaling role. CaM binds one Ca2+ ion in each of its four domains, with pKD -6, and functions as a regulator of a number of different enzyme systems. Other homologous proteins of the CaM family, such as troponin C (Tn-C) and the S-100 proteins (2), are more specialized and exhibit a range of calcium affinities, stoichiometries, and relative specificities for calcium uersw other cations. A common calcium-binding domain has been predicted to occur in all members of the family (3). Determination of the structure of such domains is a first step in determining the mode of operation of regulatory proteins such as calmodulin. In addition, examination of a series of sites with similar conformations but differingcalcium affinities and function may identify the structural factors important in determining those attributes.
The first protein of the CaM family to be studied crystallographically was carp parvalbumin (Pa), a muscle protein which binds two magnesium ions in the resting muscle and exchanges them for calcium when calcium levels rise during contraction. Its function is uncertain, but it probably plays a role in muscle relaxation (4). The form studied crystallographically contains two bound calcium ions, each occupying a distinctive 12-residue loop flanked by two approximately perpendicular a-helices; this helix-loop-helix domain has been termed an EF haad (5). The Pa structure has been refined using data to 1.9-A resolution (6) .
We have now refined the structure of the vitamin Ddependent calcium-binding protein from bovine intestine (ICaBP), a second member of the CaM family. This protein is abundant in mammalian intestine and present in small amounts in other tissues (7). Transcription and translation of the gene coding for ICaBP are both regulated by vitamin D (8) , and levels of ICaBP are correlated with efficiency of calcium transport (9) . The exact role of ICaBP in calcium transport is unknown, however; it could function as a calcium shuttle (lo), a regulatory unit in a multiprotein transport system (ll), or as a calcium buffer (12) . ICaBP binds two Ca2+ ions with pK0 -6; it does not appear to bind M$+ a t physiological concentrations (13). (A larger vitamin D-dependent calcium-binding protein, of similarly uncertain function, is found in mammalian kidney and other organs and as the only such protein in birds (9) . This protein also belongs to the CaM family, binds four Ca2+ ions/protein molecule, and contains at least four EF hands (14) . It does not exhibit particularly high sequence homology with ICaBP (14) and is probably quite different structurally.)
The ICaBP structure, like parvalbumin, contains two EF hands occupied by calcium ions. One of these closely resembles the Pa domains, whereas the other is a variant form (15) . Detailed comparison of the ICaBP and Pa domains enables us to identify the key features of the primary and tertiary structure of EF hands. Such information is relevant to predictions of the structure of other proteins in the CaM family. EXPERIMENTAL 
PROCEDURES'

RESULTS
Quality of the Model-The final crystallographic R factor was 0.178, and the root mean square shift ie atomic coordinates on the last refinement cycle was 0.016 A. The variation of the R factor with resolution indicates (16) an average error in the final atomic positions of 10.25 A. The errors are probably considerably less for main chain atoms, 0.1-0.2 A, and higher for exterior side chains. On the original multiple isomorphous replacement electron density map (15), there was little or no density present for 10 side chains and only truncated density for another 11 side chains. Initial placement of these side chains was thus determined largely from preferred stereochemistry rather than from the map. Positioning of all side chains, as well as the main chain, was checked by calculation of "omit" maps, in which a group of about 8 residues was omitted from the model used for phasing, and a 2F,-Fc map calculated. The conformation of the entire main chain and most of the side chains was well determined in this way. Eight side chains have weak or ambiguous density on the final 2F,-Fc map, indicating possible disorder in the crystal. Knowledge of the preferred torsion angles in these side chains (17) has been used together with the map to arrive at reasonable conformations for them, and all side chains are included in the final model. The refined atomic coordinates and the crystallographic structure factors have been deposited with the Protein Data Bank (18).
Overall Structure-The ICaBP molecule is shown in Fig. 1 . As described previously (15) , it consists of four main helices, designated I3 (residues 2-16, of which residues 3-14 are a good a-helix as judged by main chain torsion angles), I1 (residues 24-36, a-helix for residues [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] , I11 (residues 45-54, a-helix for residues [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] , and IV (residues 62-75, a rather irregular helix which becomes a for residues [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] . Calcium-binding loops occur between helices I and I1 and between helices 111 and IV, and a linker containing a single turn of helix (residues 36-41, an irregular helix) connects helices I1 and 111. An approximate 2-fold axis relates the two calcium-binding domains (1-11 and 111-IV), as shown in Fig. 4a of Ref. 15 respectively. Proline occurs at the fourth position of the first turn and at the second position of the other two. None of the turns has a hydrogen bond from the first to the fourth residue, but the second of them contains a possible hydrogen bond from 19 CO to 21 NH. Calcium Coordinution-The calcium coordination spheres are illustrated in Fig. 3 ; both calciums are roughly octahedrally coordinated, with protein oxygen atoms at the x, y, 2, and -y vertices, a bidentate carboxyl group at -2, and a water molecule at -x. Preliminary interpretation (15) of the 1-11 sphere identified the carbonyl oxygen of Ala15 as the x ligand and did not include the H20 at -x. Subsequent refinement has made it clear that the carbonyl oxygen of Ala14 is the x ligand, whereas Ala15 0 is turned out into the solvent, and that a water molecule is present in the coordination sphere. Although both calciums have protein ligands at the x, y, and 2 positions, the insertion of two residues in the 1-11 loop relative to the III-IV loop alters the conformation of the N-terminal half of the loop so that these ligands are peptide carbonyls rather than oxygen-containing side chains.
Calcium-oxygen distances were restrained to values close to 2.4 A (the average found in small molecules (20)) for much of the refinement but were released in the last few cycles. Oxygen-calcium-oxygen angles were never restrained. The final range of calcium-oxygen distances is 2.2-2.6 A, in good agreement with the range found in small molecules (20) . Oxygen-calcium-oxygen angles which would be 180" in an ideal octahedron range from 154 to 173", and those which would be 90" are 72-110" (a dummy atom midway between the two oxygens of the carboxyl group at -2 was used when calculating these angles).
2-Fold
Symmetry-A dominant feature of the ICaBP molecule is the approximate intramolecular %fold axis relating its two domains. The similarity of the two domains stems ultimately from the homology of their sequences and presumably reflects the evolution of the CaM family by repeated gene duplication (2). The 2-fold symmetric arrangement of the domains is favored by apposition of their hydrophobic sides, by formation of favorable helix-packing arrangements at both 11-111 and IV-I contacts, and by linkage of two short corresponding stretches of calcium-binding loop in an antiparallel 8-sheet structure. The different conformations of the 1-11 and III-IV loops have little effect on these interactions, as most interdomain contacts involving the loop regions use only their C-terminal halves, which are very similar.
From the variation of the temperature factor B with sequence number, shown in Fig. 4 , it is apparent that there is a difference in the overall mobility of the two domains, with I-I1 having generally lower B values than III-IV. Two factors contribute to this difference. First, due to its extensive use of main chain carbonyls as calcium ligands, the 1-11 loop has a more rigidly constrained conformation than the III-IV loop. Second, helix IV is considerably more flexible than helix I1 due to its irregularity and the consequent lack of some of the hydrogen bonds which would be present in a regular a-helix.
Hydrophobic Contacts and the Molecular Surface-Hydrophobic contacts in ICaBP are listed in aromatic rings, but the side chains of Phe", Phe", and Pheffi form a cluster with considerable mutual interaction. This cluster is also present in solution, as demonstrated by NMR studies (21). Leu3' has a largely exposed side chain, but this is unlikely to have functional significance, as it is replaced by Gln in the very similar porcine protein (22) .
Cross-sections through the molecule, such as Fig. 5 , show that packing in the hydrophobic cores is relatively loose, compared to the calcium-binding loops. Hence, considerable flexibility is possible for interior side chains, and rearrangement of the core on binding or release of calcium would be entirely feasible. There are, however, no holes large enough to accommodate solvent in the interior, and the packing is somewhat tighter than in Pa (for instance, compare There are no obvious surface hydrophobic patches which might serve as interaction sites with other proteins or as binding sites for hydrophobic drugs. The surface generally appears smooth, except for a shallow cleft between helices I and IV which is the site of binding of an auricyanide ion in one of the heavy atom derivatives of ICaBP.
All charged side chains, except for a few calcium ligands, lie on the molecular surface. There are no internal salt bridges. A simple count of charged side chains reveals that ICaBP has, at neutral pH, both a net negative charge and a non-zero dipole moment. The net charge on the molecule is -7, and the dipole moment arises because of its uneven distribution. If one considers the molecule divided into thirds by planes perpendicular to its approximate %fold axis, the portion containing the calcium-binding sites has a net charge of -7, whereas the central third and the portion farthest from the binding sites have charges of -2 and +2, respectively. This charge distribution is exactly that which would direct approaching cations to the binding loops electrostatically. A more sophisticated analysis is in p r~g r e s s .~ Hydrogen Bonding-The hydrogen bonding pattern of ICaBP is shown in Fig. 6 . Of the 74 main chain carbonyl and 70 main chain amide groups (there are 4 prolines, which have no amide proton), only six amides are neither clearly hydrogen-bonded, nor exposed to solvent, nor functioning as calcium ligands. About half of the carbonyls and 70% of the amides are involved in intramolecular hydrogen bonds; the remaining groups are, with the few exceptions mentioned above, either bound to ordered solvent or exposed to regions which presumably contain disordered solvent. A number of carbonyl oxygens make more than one hydrogen bond, and there are several possible bifurcated hydrogen bonds, where a single proton is donated to two acceptors.
The 2-fold symmetry of the molecule is apparent in the overall similarity of the patterns for the two domains. There are, however, many differences in detail. Helix 111 is a classic a-helix whose N terminus is nicely stabilized by the bonding of the amide group of G~u~~ to the side chain of Thr45. The corresponding helix I has a similar N terminus and is essentially a, but has a slight bend near its C terminus, which leads to some disruption of its hydrogen bonding at that point. Helix 11, like helix 111, is a regular a-helix whose first turn is stabilized by a bond from the GluZ7 amide group to the side chain of SerZ4. Helix IV begins like helix 11, with a bond from Gld5 NH to the side chain of Ser", but then makes a bend of about 30°, becomes 310 for one turn, makes a further bend of about 20", and finishes up as cy. These bends allow the helix D. Szebenyi 
to pack tightly against the rest of the molecule; the hydrophobic contacts so formed presumably stabilize the distorted helix. The C-terminal portion of helix IV is the least welldefined region of the electron density map, and it is possible that the position of the helix as a whole is slightly disordered in the crystal, in which case the least squares refinement (23) does not give accurate atomic coordinates.
The B values shown in Fig. 4 also indicate that helix IV is the most mobile, or disordered, portion of the molecule. The next most mobile region is the linker between helices I1 and 111; residues 41-44, in particular, make few contacts with the rest of the molecule and are probably quite flexible. The chain in this region is not extremely disordered, as density was present for it even on the initial electron density map. It is stabilized by two bound solvent molecules which link Leu3' 0 with Gly4' N, Ser44 N, and Ser44 0, and Leu4' 0 with Gly4' 0 and Ser44 0. The N-terminal portion of the linker is additionally stabilized by the single turn of helix including one hydrogen bond, which spans residues 36-41, and by hydrophobic interactions of Leu39 and Leu4' with the molecular core. Important non-helix hydrogen bonds are illustrated in Fig.  7 . Helices I and I1 are linked by a single hydrogen bond between the side chains of Tyr13 and G~u~~, whereas helices I11 and IV interact via a bridgmg solvent molecule. Hydrogen bonds between the 1-11 and 111-IV domains all involve the calcium-binding loops; direct interdomain helix-helix contacts are solely hydrophobic, although there is one solvent-bridged interaction between helices I and IV. The linker region also is internally hydrogen bonded but has only hydrophobic contacts with other portions of the chain. The two calciumbinding loops, however, are firmly connected to each other by a pair of hydrogen bonds between Leuz3 and VaP, the central residues in the two short antiparallel 0-sheet strands. The side chains of these residues are also in contact, and a number of direct and solvent-bridged interactions occur between other loop residues, as shown in Fig. 712 .
The conformation of the calcium-binding loops is maintained not only by the calcium-oxygen bonds themselves but also by numerous hydrogen bonds from side chains to main chain and between side chains. These hydrogen bonds, together with the calcium-oxygen interactions and the interloop connections, make the binding loops the least mobile parts of the molecule. This is apparent in the tight packing shown in In general, the more distant a residue is from the calcium-binding loops, the higher its mobility. In Fig. 1 , the least mobile residues are those at the top of the molecule in the loops and the most mobile at the bottom, near the chain termini and the linker region.
Soluent-The ICaBP unit cell contains about 35% solvent, or about 200 solvent molecules/protein molecule; we have identified 37 of these. All appear to form hydrogen bonds to one or more main chain or well-defined side chain atoms. Two water molecules also serve as calcium ligands. Fifteen water molecules occupy bridging positions, with hydrogen bonds to more than 1 residue; most of these are shown in Fig.  7 . Three of these and an additional three water molecules form intermolecular bridges, whereas 18 are bound to only a single residue. The final solvent has appeared as a large globular peak on maps at all stages of the refinement. Although the structure of this species is not well delineated at the current resolution, its occupancy seems too large for a water molecule, and it is probably a sulfate ion, one of the 10 or so/ICaBP molecule which are present in the crystallization solution and presumably in the crystal. It is located adjacent to Ser3', forming hydrogen bonds to both its side chain 0, and main chain NH. This site is consistent with the preference of sulfate for Ser and Thr residues, found, for example, in chymotrypsin (24) .
DISCUSSION
Helix Packing-From geometrical considerations, the preferred overall structure of a 4-&-helical protein is expected to be a twisted bundle of helices. Adjacent helices are antiparallel, with a crossing angle (see Fig. 11 j n the Miniprint) of -162" and an interaxis distance of 9.6 A (25). This arrangement provides both good geometrical packing and favorable electrostatic interactions between the oppositely oriented dipoles of adjacent helices (26) . Considering a-helices as cylinders, such a structure has an approximate 4-fold axis of symmetry. In ICaBP, the four helices are roughly symmetrically placed, with adjacent helices antiparallel and a t approximately the same angle from one another, as shown in Table  2 . That angle, however, is about +120" instead of -162". In addition, the paired helices within each calcium-binding domain are not packed side-by-side. Instead, the point of closest approach is at the ends of the helices, where they connect with the calcium-binding loop. The helix pairs 11-111 and IV-I do make close contacts, and their crossing angles are in one of the preferred ranges for helix-helix packing (27) . The C-F helices of parvalbumin are similarly arranged. Helix dipole interactions in Pa and ICaBP, although not as favorable as in the twisted bundle of helices, are still stabilizing, as shown by explicit calculation for Pa (28) . Any loss in stability due to non-optimal helix packing is evidently compensated for by binding of calcium to the loop regions. In both Pa and ICaBP, the approximate 4-fold axis of symmetry has been reduced to a 2-fold axis relating the two calcium-binding domains.
The four-domain proteins Tn-C and CaM may be cleaved by trypsin into two fragments, each of which contains a pair of EF hands. Circular dichroism and Tyr fluorescence measurements (29) indicate that the conformation of these isolated two-domain fragments is similar to that in the intact molecule. The structures of Tn-C (30, 31) and CaM (32) Prior to the determination of the CaM and Tn-C structures, we postulated that the difference in Pa and ICaBP interhelix angles was due to the interaction of the C-F helices of Pa with its A and B helices. We predicted that the halves of CaM and Tn-C, with no such "extra" helices, would have interhelix angles similar to those of ICaBP. It now appears, however, that an interhelix angle of about 100" is the norm for EF hands, in spite of the fact that such an angle leads to formation of a cavity in the side of a pair of hands opposite to the calcium-binding loops. Presumably, interactions of the binding loops with the helices favor such a geometry. Why then are the ICaBP angles different? One possible expianation is that the variant 1-11 loop places different requirements on helix placement than a normal loop; the deviation of the 111-IV angle from the norm would then be due to constraints imposed by the interaction of the two domains. A second influence may be the nature of the ICaBP linker. Unlike the extended linkers of Pa, Tn-C, and CaM, it is coiled into a turn of helix, with 2 hydrophobic residues on its inner side. Hydrophobic interactions with the linker may be important in determining the preferred helix packing in ICaBP. Further for a bond involving a main chain amide, the N-H-X angle is 145-180"; 3) for a bond involving a carbonyl or carboxyl, the angle of the 0-X vector from the carboxyl or peptide plane is less than 30"; 4) for a bond involving a tetrahedral N or 0, the C-(N, 0 ) -X angle is 80-140"; and 5) for a bond involving a trigonal planar N, the C-N-X angle is 110-150". Dashed lines represent a possible hydrogen bond where the limits on these five quantities are $3.6 A, 110"-lSO', <55', 65-180", and 110-160', respectively. Dotted lines represent bifurcated hydrogen bonds or cases where one electron pair accepts more than one proton. Intermolecular hydrogen bonds are indicated by outward pointing arrows. Each intermolecular bond involves a different neighboring molecule, and the specific contacts are: 4 0.,-46 N, 5 0,,-56 N,,, 12 Nr64 O.,, and 16 Nr48 Oe2. Hydrogen bonds to residues in the same molecule but distant in sequence are shown as arrows pointing forwards or backwards along the sequence and labeled with the appropriate residue. C indicates that the corresponding group is a calcium ligand, and S that it forms a possible hydrogen bond to a specific solvent molecule. The presence of solvent molecules slightly outside the limits given above or of probable disordered solvent is not indicated. For Pa, no intermolecular bonds are shown. This figure is patterned after Fig. 8 contributing factors may become apparent upon detailed examination of specific inter-helix interactions in the various EF hand proteins.
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Calcium-binding Loops- Table 3 shows the calcium ligands for several CaM family proteins, as determined crystallographically or as predicted from the amino acid sequence by analogy with Pa (33). It also includes, for comparison, the calcium ligands found in a variety of other calcium-binding proteins, not members of the CaM family, whose structures have been determined crystallographically.
In all of these structures, the calcium is approximately octahedrally coordinated by oxygen atoms, with an actual coordination number of 6, 7, or 8. Each coordination sphere includes at least one main chain carbonyl and one side chain carboxylate; most have at least one water molecule. The remaining ligands may be carbonyls, carboxylates, hydroxyl groups, or more water, up to a maximum of three H20. In most cases, the polypeptide chain loops about the calcium so that many or all of the ligands are close together in sequence number. Calcium ligands may be shared with another calcium, as in sites 1 and 2 of thermolysin, or with another ion, such as manganese in concanavalin A. There is no obvious correlation between type and disposition of calcium ligands and calcium affinity, although it does appear that pKD > 6 is only found for cases where all protein ligands come from the same stretch of the chain.
Compared with these other examples, the EF hand calciumbinding loop is not exceptional in structure; there are similarities even in the three-dimensional conformation of, say, the trypsin loop (Ref. 34 and Fig. 1 ) and the EF hand loops shown in Fig. 8 . The EF hand loops all use only residues close together on the polypeptide chain and include few H20 (zero or one, with one possible exception) in the calcium coordination sphere; they also tend to have high calcium affinities.
EF Hands: Calcium Ligands and Conformation-All four
CaM sites and sites 2-4 of Tn-C were predicted to resemble the Pa E-F and ICaBP III-IV sites closely. The only ambiguity concerned the -x ligand. In the Pa C-D site, this ligand is provided by the side chain of a Glu at the -y+2 position, but in Pa E-F and ICaBP III-IV, it is a water molecule, in spite of the presence of a possible oxygen donor, SeP, at the -y+2 position of III-IV. CaM sites 2 and 4 and the three Tn-C sites have a possible oxygen donor of intermediate length, Asp or Asn, at -y+2, and we could not say whether these side chains were actually used or not. The CaM structure is not yet clear on this point, but the Tn-C structure has now been partially refined with data to 2.2 A (35), and it is apparent that in Tn-C sites 3 and 4, a water molecule is the actual -x ligand, but the Asp at -y+2 is hydrogen-bonded to this water. It is likely that this arrangement also occurs in other domains with Asp or Asn at the -y+2 position. As Ser occurs at the -y+2 position in both ICaBP 1-11 and III-IV without being a calcium ligand (its side chain is used instead to stabilize the start of the C-terminal helix of the hand), we anticipate that water will generally be the -x ligand in loops with Ser or Thr at the -y+2 position. Tn-C domain 1, which lacks a protein side chain ligand at the z position, has a Ser at -y+2 and could possibly have enough differences in loop conformation to employ it as a ligand, but we think it unlikely that this domain would vary more from the norm than the ICaBP 1-11 loop, 
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which does not use its serine. Hence, we predict water as the -x ligand in this case also. Cardiac Tn-C site 1 (36) has no suitable protein ligand in either the x or the y position of a normal EF hand, nor does it have the double insertion of a 1-11 variant hand, nor does it bind calcium with high affinity (37). Since the ICaBP structure shows that an altered loop can pair with a "normal" loop, it is likely that the overall helix packing in cardiac Tn-C is much like that in skeletal Tn-C, with the conformational difference primarily limited to the first loop region. The three-dimensional conformations of the ICaBP and Pa EF hands are shown in Fig. 8 . The calcium-binding loop structures are maintained by the calcium-oxygen bonds and by intraloop hydrogen bonds. The flanking helices are also important in determining the conformation at %he ends of the loops. Examination of the ICaBP and Pa hydrogen bonds shown in Fig. 6 indicates the following interactions to be particularly important.
1) The carboxyl group of the Glu at -z is hydrogen-bonded to the "2-3 NH in all cases, and to the y NH in all but the C-D loop (which differs from the other three by using only one of the -2 carboxyl oxygens as a calcium ligand). The first of these bonds stabilizes the start of the C-terminal helix, and the pair of them establish the proper positioning of the two ends of the loop relative to the calcium ion. In ICaBP, the beginning of the C-terminal helix is additionally stabilized by a bond from the -z NH to the -y+2 side chain. In Pa, the E-F loop has Gly at -y+2 and hence cannot form such a bond, whereas the side chain of the Glu at -y+2 in the C-D loop contributes the -x calcium ligand and is not in position to form a bond to "z NH. In Tn-C loops 3 and 4, there is a bond from the -y+2 side chain to -2-1 NH, forming an "ASX turn"
(38).
2) A hydrogen bond from the z side chain to the NH 2 residues farther on (-y in all loops except 1-11) also creates an Asx turn, This bond is found in all four loops of Fig. 6 as well as in Tn-C loops 3 and 4 (35) and is probably important in maintaining the required tight turn in the mid-loop region.
3) The x side chain interacts with main chain amides in the vicinity of the z residue, and there is a hydrogen bond from the x + l NH to the x-1 CO in the three normal EF hands. The Pa and, probably, Tn-C 3 and 4 (35) loops have also a bond from the y+l NH to the x CO, and Tn-C has another Asx turn involving the x side chain and y NH. All these bonds secure the proper fold of the N-terminal portion of the binding loop. The variant hand, 1-11, has a very different conformation in this region and so lacks such bonds.
In addition to these conserved linkages, a variety of other internal hydrogen bonds act to restrict the loop residues to a precise stereochemical arrangement.
EF Hand Test Sequence-The structural features summarized above permit a refinement of the EF hand test sequence ( Table 4) originally developed by Tufty and Kretsinger (39) to permit the identification of EF hands by analysis of protein sequences. We suggest the following alterations.
1) The initial Glu, although it may be present in many CaM family proteins due to their common evolutionary origin, plays no structural role in EF hand formation and should be omitted.
2) The first calcium ligand, at the x position, is Asp in most, For the EF hands, the orientation of the octahedron axes is determined by placing the ligand of lowest sequence number at x, the second ligand at y, and the third at z; the positions of the other three ligands are then established by the octahedral geometry. For the non-EF hand sites, a main chain carbonyl ligand was placed at -y and the axes oriented so as to have the 2,-y,--x ligands in increasing sequence number; the aim was to match the EF hand sequence as much as possible. 3) The y and z calcium ligands are expected to be Asp, Asn, Ser, or possibly Thr; Glu or Gln would not appear to fit into the observed conformation. In fact, Thr has not been found at either position, and Ser only at z. Absence of a potential protein calcium ligand at one, but not both, of these positions, for example, the z position in skeletal Tn-C site 1 (45) or the y position in a parvalbumin-like skin protein (46), can apparently be tolerated (deviations from the usual EF hand geometry may occur in such cases; no crystallographic determination of the calcium-loaded conformation of these sites has yet been made). In light of these observations, the revised sequence shows a preference, but not an absolute requirement, for Asx at y and Asx or Ser at z.
4) The "I" residue need not be isoleucine, but it is expected to be hydrophobic. This residue and the "n" helix residues make up the hydrophobic face of the EF hand, which is always paired with the corresponding face of another hand (which does not necessarily bind calcium).
5) The -x ligand can easily be water rather than a protein oxygen, so there is only a weak preference for an oxygencontaining side chain at this position. The evidence from Original: E n --n n --n * -8 -G -I " E n _ _ n n --n Revised:
ICaBP suggests that Ser (and presumably Thr) in the "x position will not be a Ca2+ ligand but may be useful in stabilizing the C-terminal helix of the hand. Glu (and perhaps Gln), however, will be a ligand, as in the Pa C-D site. For Asp and Asn, which are of intermediate length, the most likely arrangement uses a water molecule which is hydrogen-bonded to the Asp or Asn as the -x ligand (see above). Asp in this position will also, by virtue of its negative charge, favor the approach of Ca2+ to the binding site.
6)
In ICaBP, the x-4 residue of the N-terminal hand and the -2-2 and -z+l residues of the C-terminal hand are all Phe, and their side chains form a hydrophobic cluster. In turkey Tn-C, the corresponding residues in each half of the molede, and aIso the x-l residue of domain 3 (the Nterminal hand in the C-terminal half), are all Phe, and the four aromatic rings are involved in a similar hydrophobic grouping (30). Examination of other sequences reveals a preference for Phe in all four positions. The C-terminal -2-2 residue is sometimes Tyr, and the parvalbumins tend to have other hydrophobic residues in both this position and the Nterminal x-1. The ring of the -2-2 Phe in ICaBP is on the molecular surface, and substitution of Tyr would create no problems. We suggest that this hydrophobic cluster is an important contact between the hands in a pair and will be maintained. In a normal EF hand, Phe appears to be the preferred amino acid for the cluster residues, as indicated in Table 4 . For the ICaBP 1-11 hand, the N-terminal x-1 residue, TyrZ3, is not involved in the cluster, but instead makes an important hydrogen bond with G~u~~. This Tyr-Glu pair is maintained in porcine ICaBP and the p-chain of S-100; hence, Table 4 shows it as preferred for the variant hand. In the reciprocal grouping of residues x-4 and x-1 of the C-terminal hand with residues -2-2 and "z+l of the N-terminal hand, all but the third of these are generally hydrophobic. The -z+l residue is usually Leu, but the degree of conservation of sequence in this region is much less. Presumably, the proper apposition of these portions of the hands is ensured by the linker which connects them. Although a few EF hands have been predicted to contain Asp at the -z position (40), we believe Glu alone to be strongly favored at this position and have retained it in the test sequence. Gln would seem to be a reasonable alternative but has the disadvantage that it would create a binding site lacking a negative charge at the bottom. Also, it could not form both the stabilizing hydrogen bonds predicted in those loops containing 7-or 8-coordinate calcium. Asp is much less likely than Glu because it is too short to allow the exact conformation seen in the ICaBP and Pa loops and because it is not as effective in stabilizing the helical turn which forms the C-terminal part of the loop (40). Other oxygen-containing residues are even more inappropriate in size and also uncharged; they will therefore not be favored.
The revised test sequence is given on the second line of Table 4 . In contrast to the original sequence, use of the revised version involves more than sequential matching of residues. Some matches are weighted more heavily than others, and a good match for the y and 2 ligands requires consideration of both residues at once. Note that a good fit to the new sequence identifies a probable calcium-binding EF hand; "relic" hands such as the Pa A-B domain will not score well.
The third line of Table 4 is a similar test sequence for a variant EF hand of the ICaBP 1-11 type. It probably has too few critical residues to be of much use in selecting possible hands from a bank of sequences, but could be helpful in determining whether an apparently single, normal EF hand is in fact paired with a variant one. The only strong requirements in this sequence are for Glu in the -2 position, for the same reasons as in the normal test sequence, and Gly between they and z positions. This is Gly" in ICaBP, and Fig. 2 shows that no other residue could have the necessary backbone conformation. Gly57 and Gly59, the 2-1 and z+l residues, in the 111-IV loop similarly have backbone conformations disallowed for other residues. The 2-1 residue in the Pa C-D loop is not Gly, however; a small structural change brings its backbone conformation into the allowed region to the left of Gly57. We thus retain the original requirement for Gly in the z+1, but not the 2-1, position in the normal EF hand.
The variant hand test sequence shows Asp to be preferred at the 2 position because of its ability to form the Asx turn which stabilizes the middle of the binding loop. Asn, Ser, Thr, and Cys can also form such turns (47), but Asp has the advantage of providing a negative charge near to the calcium ion, although not actually in contact with it. In the C-terminal portion of the calcium-binding loop and in the flanking helices, the test sequence for the variant hand is the same as for the normal hand, as major differences between the two forms are restricted to the N-terminal section of the binding loop.
Calcium Biding to EF Hands-EF hands may be classified into two groups on the basis of their affinity for calcium (37). "Structural" (or "calcium-magnesium") sites, such as those in Pa and the two C-terminal hands of Tn-C, have calcium pK0 values of -9 under physiological conditions (37, 46) and are normally always occupied by either calcium or magnesium (4). The conformation of such domains is considerably altered in the absence of any metal (48, 49). "Regulatory" (or "calcium-specific") sites, such as those in CaM and the N-terminal domains of Tn-C, have p& values for calcium of -6 under physiological conditions (37, 50). Upon release of calcium, such an EF hand undergoes a conformational change which is the basis of its regulatory function, but which appears on the basis of NMR work (49) to be much less extreme than that of a structural domain. The considerable conformational differences of the Tn-C N-terminal half from all the calciumloaded EF hand pairs of known structure cast some doubt on this conclusion; the question will only truly be resolved when the structures of the apo and calcium-loaded forms of the same EF hand have been determined.
ICaBP maintains most of its secondary and tertiary structure when calcium is removed (21) . PKD values for calcium binding of 6.6 for bovine (51) The two binding sites in a pair of EF hands have been found to have very similar calcium affinities (46, 50), except when one site is greatly modified (as in cardiac Tn-C (371, for instance). It is remarkable that this near-equality of affinities is maintained in ICaBP in spite of the extensive structural modification of the 1-11 site. That such is the case has been clearly demonstrated by a recent NMR experiment (55) in which it was possible to distinguish 43Ca2+ signals from the two sites of porcine ICaBP (which is closely related to bovine ICaBP in sequence and is expected to have the same tertiary structure and ion binding properties). At a calcium/protein ratio of 1, the 111-IV and 1-11 sites are occupied in the ratio of 65:35, which implies a difference in pKD values of the sites of at most 0.3. The similarity in calcium affinities of sites in an EF hand pair means that both sites will bind or release calcium under similar conditions. The functional moiety for a protein such as CaM is thus a pair of EF hands rather than a single one, The advantage to a trigger protein of such an arrangement could lie in the amplified conformational change due to binding two Ca2+ ions at once. In the case of Tn-C, its function requires interaction with Tn-I, which involves regions in domains 2 and 3 only (37). Hence, it is possible for cardiac Tn-C to dispense with calcium binding to domain 1 and still function similarly to skeletal Tn-C. For ICaBP, however, it appears that selection has occurred for a form with nearly equal calcium affinities of the two sites, implying that binding of two Ca2+ ions is necessary for proper function.
Due to the close contact between the calcium-binding loops of an EF hand pair, some interaction between paired sites is expected. On purely electrostatic grounds, binding of the second Ca2+ ion will be weakened by the presence of the first (negative cooperativity), which neutralizes the negative charge on its protein ligands. In contrast, structural changes induced by filling of the first site could either favor (positive cooperativity) or hinder (negative cooperativity) binding of calcium to the second site. Unfortunately, knowledge of only the calcium-loaded form of a protein such as ICaBP does not provide direct evidence on the manner of filling the binding sites.
Experimentally, CaM (50, 56) and Tn-C (57, 58) exhibit positive cooperativity in calcium binding, at least for the higher affinity sites, but Pa (4, 59) does not; its two sites appear to fill independently. For ICaBP, binding studies reveal no cooperativity between the sites (51, 52), but some interaction between them is demonstrated by NMR studies (55) , in which the chemical shift of the ion in one site is affected by the nature of the ion in the other site.
Binding of Other Cations to EF Hands-At the concentrations found in most cells, only magnesium is expected to compete effectively with calcium for binding sites in EF hand proteins; other cations either have very low affinities for these sites or are present in amounts too small to produce any significant binding. The affinity of EF hand sites (both structural and regulatory) for magnesium is lower than for calcium by 3-4 orders of magnitude (4, 37, 46) , but the magnesium concentration in, for example, a resting muscle cell is higher by about the same factor (60) . In a resting cell, then, magnesium is competitive with calcium, and structural (calciummagnesium) sites such as those in Pa are largely occupied by Mg2+ (4). Regulatory (calcium-specific) sites have lower affinities for both ions and are normally unoccupied. For these sites, a calcium influx results in filling of the sites with calcium, with accompanying conformational change, and magnesium plays no significant role. For structural sites, in contrast, calcium-magnesium exchange, with minimal conformational alteration, is the dominant process (37).
A number of di-and trivalent cations with useful spectroscopic properties have been employed as probes of calciumbinding sites. Assessment of their suitability as calcium analogs requires consideration of their binding characteristics to the sites under study. Cd", which has been used in NMR experiments (55, 61) , has the same charge and is almost the same size as Caz+. It differs in preferring 6-coordination over 7-and 8-coordination, and cadmium-oxygen bonds have more covalent (hence directional) character than calcium-oxygen bonds (62) . The structures of cadmium-saturated Pa (61) and ICaBP (55), as judged by proton NMR, are essentially identical to those of the calcium-saturated proteins. The affinity of Pa for cadmium is slightly higher than for calcium (61) . In porcine ICaBP, the 111-IV cadmium affinity is slightly lower than the 111-IV calcium affinity, whereas the 1-11 cadmium affinity is much lower than either the 1-11 calcium affinity or the 111-IV cadmium affinity (55) . This discrimination against cadmium is probably due to the lower flexibility of the 1-11 site; the ligand oxygens are more tightly constrained and cannot assume the regular octahedral geometry preferred by Cd". At the 111-IV site, more ligand motion is possible, and a closer approximation to the ideal geometry may be attained.
In many cases, the trivalent lanthanide ions can substitute for calcium (63) , but their behavior in EF hands can differ substantially from that of Ca2+. In normal EF hands, lanthanides bind more tightly than calcium by 1-3 orders of magnitude (56, 64, 65) . This difference is attributed to their higher charge and to an increased entropy of binding due to their greater dehydration (65) . Some sites are insensitive to the identity of the lanthanide used, whereas others, such as the Pa C-D site, show a systematic variation in binding constant across the lanthanide series (64) . Sites which are of equal affinity for calcium are not necessarily so for lanthanides. In crystals of both Pa and ICaBP, for instance, it is possible to replace most of the Ca2+ in the C-terminal site with Tb3+ or Nd3+ while retaining Ca2+ in the N-terminal site (15, 66) .
In Pa, the affinity of the C-D site for Lu3+ is about 7-fold lower than that of the E-F site, although the La3+ affinities are approximately equal (64) . In bovine ICaBP, Tb3+ affinities of the two sites differ by at least a factor of 20 (67) , and NMR studies of porcine ICaBP indicate that the 1-11 site has an affinity for Lu3+ and Yb3+ lower than that of the 111-IV site by a factor of 2 X IO4 (55) . These affinity differences probably reflect different flexibilities of the calcium-binding sites and different total charges on the calcium ligands. The Pa E-F and ICaBP 111-IV sites each include a solvent water molecule and oxygens from mobile protein side chains in their calcium coordination spheres. The total ligand charge is -4 for E-F and -3 for 111-IV. The C-D site, while still having a total ligand charge of -4 and using mobile carboxyl groups as ligands, does not involve any solvent, so that its ability to adjust size and shape is somewhat restricted. In particular, it is unable to accommodate ions smaller than Ca2+ as well as the E-F site. This accounts for the difference in Lu3+ (the smallest of the Ianthanides) affinities of the Pa sites.
The 1-11 site of ICaBP, although including a water molecule, is otherwise much less flexible than the other three sites. The protein ligands here are mostly relatively immobile main chain carbonyls; the ability of the site to adapt to ions of other size and preferred geometry than calcium is extremely limited. In addition, the total charge on the ligand oxygens is only -1. X-ray crystallographic data have been collected for a neodymium derivative of ICaBP which has Nd3+ in the 111-IV site and Ca2+ in the 1-11 site (15) . A difference Fourier map between this derivative and the native form, calculated with the refined phases, shows that the Nd3+ site is displaced about 0.5 A toward the solvent from the 111-IV Ca2+ site and that small shifts of protein side chains have occurred to accommodate this displacement. This is a good example of substitution of a lanthanide ion for calcium at a flexible site, where small, local changes in ligand conformation allow tight binding of the lanthanide with minimal effect on the rest of the protein.
We do not know what changes take place in the ICaBP conformation upon binding of a lanthanide ion to the 1-11 site, but appreciable alterations are suggested by the finding (13) that the displacement of calcium by lanthanides greatly increases the susceptibility of ICaBP to trypsin digestion. In fact, ICaBP containing lanthanide is less resistant to trypsin than ICaBP which has been exhaustively dialyzed against Nethylmorpholine buffer and contains only about one Ca2+ ion/ molecule and no other ion (13) . This observation is explained if a conformational change in the 1-11 site occurs on replacement of Ca2+ by a lanthanide ion which makes the L~S'~-GIU" peptide bond more accessible to trypsin.
It is clear that considerable caution must be exercised in using lanthanides or other ions as calcium analogs. For a site such as the ICaBP 111-IV or Pa E-F loop, where the cation is exposed to solvent and is coordinated mainly by carboxylates, a number of cations indeed behave similarly to calcium. For a site such as the Pa C-D loop, where the ligands are mainly carboxylates but solvent access is restricted, lanthanides can replace calcium but the affinity depends on which lanthanide is used (64) ; the size of the ion and its dehydration rate become very important. Finally, for a site such as the ICaBP 1-11 loop, where many calcium ligands are peptide carbonyls and stereochemical constraints are severe, lanthanides probably cannot replace calcium without appreciable alteration of the site, and even the more similar cadmium ion has a reduced affinity.
S-100"The S-100 a-and &chains are predicted to resemble ICaBP closely in conformation (15) . At pH 8.5, the S-100 proteins bind two Ca2+ ions/monomer, but with lower affinity than ICaBP (68, 69) . In the 1-11 loop, an excess of positively charged residues (of which there are 5 in the loop region) could inhibit approach of one ea2+ ion. In addition, the lack of a proline corresponding to ICaBP Proz0 would increase the loop flexibility and could destabilize the proper calcium-binding fold. The positive charge on the 1-11 loop would also to some extent deter approach of Ca2+ to the nearby 111-IV site. This electrostatic effect, together with conformational differences due to lack of sequence homologies, could account for the lowered affinity of the 111-IV site relative to ICaBP. At pH 7.5, S-100 proteins bind only one Ca2+ ion/monomer, with a rather low affinity (68, 69) . Lowering the pH results in protonation of histidine residues in and near the 1-11 loop, which may further inhibit calcium approach due to the increased positive charge and destabilize the loop due to alteration of hydrophobic and/or hydrogen bond interactions made by the histidines. The single bound calcium is therefore predicted to occupy the 111-IV loop. The lowered affinity of this loop is due to conformational changes made in response to the alteration in the 1-11 loop and/or to general electrostatic effects resulting from the His protonation.
Given the affinities of Table 4 , S-100 would not bind calcium a t all a t normal intracellular Ca2+ concentrations. It is possible, however, that interaction of S-100 with other molecules could increase its affinity above that found for isolated S-100 (the affinity of Tn-C for calcium is increased in the Tn-C-troponin I complex (37)) or that calcium transients large enough to produce some binding to s-100 could occur. It has recently been determined (70) that S-100 binds zinc in a site distinct from its calcium-binding sites. It may be that the calcium-binding ability of S-100 proteins is vestigial and their actual function is involved with Zn2+ binding.
Conclusions-The EF hand is now well established as a structural motif in the CaM family of calcium-binding proteins. Questions to be asked now are: how do details of the normal EF hands in other proteins compare with those in Pa and ICaBP? The Tn-C (30, 31) and CaM (32) structures now being refined will provide several more examples of E F hands of known conformation. Detailed examination of these will test the accuracy of our predictions regarding essential hydrogen bonds in the calcium-binding loops. S-100b, a &-dimer, has been crystallized (71) , and the determination of its structure will, we predict, provide the second example of the variant EF hand found in the ICaBP 1-11 domain.
What is the significance of the modifications in the variant hand? The variant has a higher selectivity for calcium than the normal hand due to the precisely determined size of the cation-binding site and the low charge on potential ligands. Release of calcium from the 1-11 site may also require a greater conformational change, perhaps involving some unfolding of the binding loop, whereas only side chain motion is needed in the 111-IV loop. The importance of these factors to the physiological functions of ICaBP and S-100 cannot be estimated without detailed knowledge of those functions, which is currently lacking in both cases.
Finally, what conformational changes actually occur in an EF hand (normal or variant) on binding and releasing calcium? The two-calcium Tn-C structures provide the first examples of EF hands not occupied by calcium. The conformation of these empty hands is considerably different from that of all the calcium-occupied hands seen so far: the two helices of each domain are closer to antiparallel than perpendicular (30, 31) . However, these crystal structures were determined at acid pH, and Tn-C may not retain the same conformation under more physiological conditions. Moreover, no structure is available for this particular pair of hands in the calcium-occupied form. Thus, there is still no EF hand for which both calcium-occupied and unoccupied structures are known.
Soaking ICaBP crystals in EDTA causes them to break up (15) . There is, however, spectroscopic evidence that ICaBP retains most of its secondary and tertiary structure in the calcium-free form (21) , and the crystal disruption may be due to relatively minor motion of side chains which happen to be involved in important intermolecular contacts.
It may be possible, therefore, to grow ICaBP crystals containing calcium, cross-link the protein molecules with glutaraldehyde (72) or acrylamide (73) , and then remove some or all of the calcium with EDTA. Additionally, due to the difference in binding constants for the first and second Tb3', it should be possible to prepare a species containing one terbium ion and no calcium. If this form can be crystallized, its structure may provide clues to the calcium-free conformation of the 1-11 loop. Experiments along these lines are in progress. Crystallization wos carried out by vapor diffusion, with (NH,)*SO, as the precipitont. Heavy atom derivotives were prepared ond x-ray data collected os described (MIR) using three derivatives. with anomalous scattering data for two of them. The in (15) . Reflections to 2.3 8, resolution were phased by multiple isomorphous replocement resulting electron density map wos then subjected to a density modificotion procedure; the final mop was .readily interpretable and revealed the structure described in (15) .
85.
A wire model of the protein was constructed from the electron density map using a Richards optical comparator (86). Atomic coordinotes measured from this madel were used as initial input to the restrained least squares crystallographic refinement program of Hendrickson and Konnert (23) . Reflections used in the refinement constitute about 80% of the theoretical total; those excluded ore 1) those with I < 2o(background).
2) those for which there was very poor agreement ornong multiple meosurements. ond 3) weak reflections, with on F less than about one-third of the average value.
Initially. coordinates for all non-hydrogen protein otoms ond a single overoll temperature foctor were refined. 2F -F, electron density mops and F,-F, maps (AF maps) were examined periodical;. and manual alterations of portions of the structure were mode os necessory. Poorly defined side choins and short stretches of main chain were removed, a few residues at a time, and mops calculoted using coordinotes hod been reosonobly well established. individuol isotropic temperature factors the remaining model; further olterations were made where indicated. When the atomic (6 values) were introduced. These were initially a11 set equol to 5.0 and then allowed to refine. A minimum B of 2.0 wos used. and B values refining below this value were reset to 2.0.
foctor of 0.28 for all observed data to 2.3k At this point the entire structure wos After numerous cycles of refinement ond rebuilding, o plateau was reached at an R examined using "omit" maps, with porticulor attention being paid to torsion angles. Wherever it was possible without creating a structure inconsistent with the electron density map. moin choin ongles were adjusted to regularize helices and bring other 9 preferred values (17) . The phoses used for these mops incorporated both phoses calculated and q volues into preferred ranges, and side chain ongles were odjusted toword from the current model with eight residues ot a time omitted and MIR phases, combined by the method of Bricogne (87). Manipulations were performed using the FRODO graphics pockoge. running on on Evans and Sutherlond PS300 linked to a PRIME computer. A subsequent four cycles of refinement brought the R factor down to 0.255. A few rounds of olternate examination of unsatisfactory side choins using omit maps and knowledge of preferred conformation, and refinement, ensued. The weighting scheme used for restraints ond structure factors was slightly revlsed. Solvent molecules were added, first in the calcium coordinotion spheres. then in the linker region where two bound woters ore important in stobilizing turns, then at ends of helices and elsewhere sites where there wos o peak in the solvent region and olso a well-ordered protein atom where there were non-hydrogen bonded amide and carbonyl groups, and finally at 011 of a suitoble type in position to form o hydrogen bond to the solvent. One very large solvent peak neor Ser 38 was modeled as a sulfate ion; the others were entered as oxygens (i.e. water molecules) with a B of 12.0, later chonged to 20.0, and a variable occupancy factor. 2F,-F, mops, using phases from the current model combined with removed. Solvent which appeared to have wandered out of position, i.e. appeared on the MI R phases. were frequently examined, and solvent which had no peak on such a map was edge of o peak and had bad H-bond distances. was readjusted. Solvent molecules with occupancies (0) below 0.5 were either adjusted (ond P reset to 1.0) or removed.
depending on the appeorance of the mop.
van der Waals contacts, including intermolecular contacts. As hydrogen bonds were
Restroints were placed on bond lengths (including Ca-0 bonds) ond angles, and on located. they were restroined. but more loosely than other bonds. We eventually Approximately 50% of these bonds involve solvent. Bonded atoms were required to included 126 restrained H-bonds; another 15 possible H-bonds were not restrained.
have similar B volues. Initial restroints on main choin torsion angles required residues 3-13, 25-35. 47-53. and 67-74 to be neor a-helical. and 64-66 to be neor 3,,-helicol.
Changes were made in the helix limits when exominotion of refined 9. q angles and geometry of helix H-bands indicoted errors in the assignment of helical segments. Later refinement cycles restrained the 9. 3 ongles for residues 3-13, 25-35, 38-40, 46-53, and 70-74 to neor a-helical values. and olso explicitly restrained helix H-bond lengths. These cycles used data from 9.0 to 2.3 x comprising 2350 reflections. When convergence hod been obtained with these restraints and no further changes were indicated by the Fourier mops, a few final cycles were run with no restroints on H-bonds. Ca-0 distances, or helix torsion angles; slight changes effect on the structure but did result in some minor olterations in the hydrogen were 0150 made in the scale foctor ond solvent 0s. These cycles had no importont bonding pottern.
and solvent consisting of 36 water molecules and one sulfate ion, for a total of 643
The finol model included a11 non-hydrogen protein otoms. two bound colcium ions. to about 0.5 e-/ . @ for weak side chains ond the C-terminus.
The highest peak in a finol AF mop is also about 0.5 e -P , as is the rms overoge density volue in disordered solvent regions of the 2F,-F, map. The presence of relotively high density in the solvent regions may be related to the poor contrast between solvent and protein which arises from the high concentration of ommonium sulfate in the solvent (3.7 M). Avg. l F, -F, I
